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Angela Davis Feb 25 2022 Angela Davis has been a political activist at the cutting edge of the
Black Liberation, feminist, queer, and prison abolitionist movements for more than 50 years. First
published and edited by Toni Morrison in 1974, An Autobiography is a powerful and commanding
account of her early years in struggle. Davis describes her journey from a childhood on Dynamite
Hill in Birmingham, Alabama, to one of the most significant political trials of the century: from her
political activity in a New York high school to her work with the U.S. Communist Party, the Black
Panther Party, and the Soledad Brothers; and from the faculty of the Philosophy Department at
UCLA to the FBI's list of the Ten Most Wanted Fugitives. Told with warmth, brilliance, humor and
conviction, Angela Davis’s autobiography is a classic account of a life in struggle with echoes in our
own time.
Things I Don't Want to Know Jan 15 2021 Things I Don't Want to Know is a unique response to
George Orwell from one of our most vital contemporary writers. Taking Orwell's famous list of
motives for writing as the jumping-off point for a sequence of thrilling reflections on the writing life,
this is a perfect companion not just to Orwell's essay, but also to Levy's own, essential oeuvre. 'A
powerful feminist response to Orwell's 'Why I Write'.' New Statesman 'Inspired by Orwell, another
unique writer tells her tale. Marvellously right.' Independent 'Superb sharpness and originality of
imagination. It is feminist and political while being an inspiring work of writing.' Marina Warner
'Original, unmissable. like chancing upon an oasis. The writing is of such quality that you want to
drink it slowly.' Kate Kellaway, Guardian 'In her powerful rejoinder to Orwell, Deborah Levy responds
to his proposed motives for writing -- 'sheer egoism', 'aesthetic enthusiasm', 'historical impulse' and
'political purpose' -- with illuminating moments of autobiography. A vivid, striking account of a
writer's life, which feminises and personalises Orwell's blunt assertions.' Spectator 'It will be quoted
for many years to come.' Irish Examiner
The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas Oct 04 2022 The Autogiography of Alice B. Toklas is in
fact Gertrude Stein's own autobiography, seen through the eyes of her friend, Alice B. Toklas. With
occasional glimpses into her early life, it describes her years in Paris until 1932.
Sheer Will Jun 27 2019 This is an updated and revised edition of the autobiography of extraordinary
Australian mountaineer Michael Groom which we published in 1997.Even among the many
achievement-against-all-setbacks books on the market, Michael Groom's story stands out. In 1987,
he lost a third of both his feet to frostbite while climbing one of the world's highest mountains. He
was told to forget about an active, outdoor life but by 1990 he had not only taught himself to walk
again, he was back climbing the Himalayas. To increase the challenge, Michael climbs without
supplementary oxygen, an extraordinary thing to do in the thin oxygen-deprived air at the top of
the world.In 1999 Michael climbed Makalu in the Himalayas. Makalu is the fifth highest mountain in
the world and it's generally considered to be a harder climb than Everest, which is why so few

people have done it. Michael is now one of the very few people in the world to have climbed all six
of the six highest mountains.The book features two stunning 8-page colour photo sections, and has
an introduction by respected mountaineer Lincoln Hall. Its appeal will reach far beyond those
already interested in mountaineering--it is ideal for anyone with a taste for gripping biography,
struggle-against-the-odds stories, inspirational books, or travel in Nepal.
Autobiography Jan 27 2022 In 2007 Morrissey was voted the greatest northern male, past or
present, in a nationwide newspaper poll. In 2012, he was awarded the Keys to the City of Tel-Aviv.
It has been said 'Most pop stars have to be dead before they reach the iconic status that Morrissey
has reached in his lifetime" -- Back cover.
The Black Penguin Jul 21 2021 An outcast gay Mormon travels from his Washington, DC, home to
Antarctica--by bus.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ALICE B. TOKLAS (American Classics Series) Apr 29 2022 Alice
was an American-born member of the Parisian avant-garde of the early 20th century, and the life
partner Gertrude Stein. The book starts with Alice's days in San Francisco, before she moved to
France, then describes her moving to Paris, meeting Gertrude, and starting their life together. The
book had mixed reception, both among critics and Stein's friends, but the success of it was great.
Today it is ranked it as one of the 20 greatest English-language nonfiction books of the 20th
century. Gertrude Stein (1874-1946) was an American novelist, poet, playwright and art collector,
best known for Three Lives, The Making of Americans and Tender Buttons. Stein moved to Paris in
1903, and made France her home for the remainder of her life. Picasso and Cubism were an
important influence on Stein's writing. Her works are compared to James Joyce's Ulysses and to
Marcel Proust's In Search of Lost Time.
The Gift Jul 29 2019 The Gift is the last of the novels Nabokov wrote in his native Russian and the
crowning achievement of that period in his literary career. It is also his ode to Russian literature,
evoking the works of Pushkin, Gogol, and others in the course of its narrative: the story of Fyodor
Godunov-Cherdyntsev, an impoverished émigré poet living in Berlin, who dreams of the book he will
someday write--a book very much like The Gift itself.
Personal Writings Jun 07 2020 St. Ignatius of Loyola (c. 1491-1556), founder of the revolutionary
Jesuit Order, is one of the key figures in Christian history. These Personal Writings reveal the
intense inwardness and devotional depths of the private man. His Reminiscences give a vivid
account of his conversion and psychological turmoil, of his pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and of the years
of study and controversy in Spain and Paris leading to the creation of the Society of Jesus. The
immensely influential Spiritual Exercises offer guidelines for helping people discover God in their
lives, coming to terms with their flaws, and making choices about their future. In the Spiritual Diary
Ignatius shows himself drawing on these methods to work through a period of crisis. All these major
works have been included in this volume, along with forty letters specially selected by the editors.
Together with the Preface, Introduction to each text and detailed notes, they make one of the
greatest of religious characters freshly available to modern readers.
A Childhood May 19 2021 “One of the Finest Memoirs Ever Written” –The New Yorker The highly
acclaimed memoir of one of the most original American storytellers of the rural South A Penguin
Classic Harry Crews grew up as the son of a sharecropper in Georgia at a time when “the rest of the
country was just beginning to feel the real hurt of the Great Depression but it had been living in
Bacon County for years.” Yet what he conveys in this moving, brutal autobiography of his first six
years of life is an elegiac sense of community and roots from a rural South that had rarely been
represented in this way. Interweaving his own memories including his bout with polio and a
fascination with the Sears, Roebuck catalog, with the tales of relatives and friends, he re-creates a
childhood of tenderness and violence, comedy and tragedy.
The Penguin Lessons Aug 10 2020 *AS HEARD ON BBC RADIO 2 FACT NOT FICTION BOOKCLUB
AND READ BY BILL NIGHY ON AUDIO* 'I was hoping against hope that the penguin would survive
because as of that instant he had a name, and with his name came the beginning of a bond which
would last a life-time' Tom Michell is in his roaring twenties: single, free-spirited and seeking
adventure. He has a plane ticket to South America, a teaching position in a prestigious Argentine
boarding school, and endless summer holidays. He even has a motorbike, Che Guevara style. What
he doesn't need is a pet. What he really doesn't need is a pet penguin. Set against Argentina's
turbulent years following the collapse of the corrupt Perónist regime, this is the heart-warming story

of Juan Salvador the penguin, rescued by Tom from an oil slick in Uruguay just days before a new
term. When the bird refuses to leave Tom's side, the young teacher has no choice but to smuggle it
across the border, through customs, and back to school. Whether it's as the rugby team's mascot,
the housekeeper's confidant, the host at Tom's parties or the most flamboyant swimming coach in
world history, Juan Salvador transforms the lives of all he meets - in particular one homesick school
boy. And as for Tom, he discovers in Juan Salvador a compadre like no other... The Penguin Lessons
is a unique and moving true story which has captured imaginations around the globe - for all those
who dreamed as a child they might one day talk to the animals.
The Jungle Books Sep 10 2020 Presents the adventures of Mowgli, a boy reared by a pack of
wolves and the wild animals of the jungle. Also includes other short stories set in India.
The Penguin Book of First World War Stories Oct 12 2020 An anthology of Great War short stories
by British writers, both famous and lesser-known authors, men and women, during the war and
after its end. These stories are able to illustrate the impact of the Great War on British society and
culture and the many modes in which short fiction contributed to the war's literature. The selection
covers different periods: the war years themselves, the famous boom years of the late 1920s to the
more recent past in which the First World War has received new cultural interest.
The Life and Opinions of the Tomcat Murr Aug 29 2019 Tomcat Murr is a loveable, self-taught
animal who has written his own autobiography. But a printer's error causes his story to be
accidentally mixed and spliced with a book about the composer Johannes Kreisler. As the two
versions break off and alternate at dramatic moments, two wildly different characters emerge from
the confusion - Murr, the confident scholar, lover, carouser and brawler, and the moody,
hypochondriac genius Kreisler. In his exuberant and bizarre novel, Hoffmann brilliantly evokes the
fantastic, the ridiculous and the sublime within the humdrum bustle of daily life, making The Life
and Opinions of the Tomcat Murr (1820-22) one of the funniest and strangest novels of the
nineteenth century.
Monodies and On the Relics of Saints Nov 24 2021 The first Western autobiography since
Augustine's Confessions, the Monodies is set against the backdrop of the First Crusade and offers
stunning insights into medieval society. As Guibert of Nogent intimately recounts his early years,
monastic life, and the bloody uprising at Laon in 1112, we witness a world-and a mind-populated by
royals, heretics, nuns, witches, and devils, and come to understand just how fervently he was
preoccupied with sin, sexuality, the afterlife, and the dark arts. Exotic, disquieting, and illuminating,
the Monodies is a work in which the dreams, fears, and superstitions of one man illuminate the
psychology of an entire people. It is joined in this volume by On the Relics of Saints, a theological
manifesto that has never appeared in English until now. For more than seventy years, Penguin has
been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The Penguin Classics Book Feb 02 2020 Penguin Classics is the largest and best-known classics
imprint in the world. From The Epic of Gilgamesh to the poetry of the First World War, and covering
all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama, history and philosophy in between, this reader's
companion encompasses 500 authors, 1,200 books and 4,000 years of world literature. Stuffed full
of stories, author biographies, book summaries and recommendations, and illustrated with
thousands of historic Penguin Classic covers, this is an exhilarating and comprehensive guide for
anyone who wants to explore and discover the best books ever written.
The Penguin Book of the City Mar 05 2020 A collection of short stories based on the theme of urban
life, with the city as a symbol of humanity's energy, optimism, art and civilisation.
Doctor Thorne May 07 2020 Character studies of a modest girl, her uncle, and her lover in west
England
Autobiographies Sep 22 2021 Presents a fragment of a memoir that Darwin wrote at the age of
twenty-nine, and the longer piece entitled "Recollections," which he wrote in 1876.
The Penguin Book of Feminist Writing Feb 13 2021 Feminism is the insight that sexism exists, and
the struggle against that oppression. The Penguin Book of Feminist Writing is a global anthology of
feminist writers, edited and introduced with a major new essay by Hannah Dawson. Beginning in

the fifteenth century with Christine de Pizan, who imagined a City of Ladies that would serve as a
refuge from the harassment of men, the book reaches around the earth and through the years to
us, now, crashing about in the fourth wave. It goes beyond the usual white, western story,
encompassing also race, class, capitalism, imperialism, and other axes of oppression that intersect
with patriarchy. Alongside Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who declared in Seneca Falls in 1848 the selfevident truth 'that all men and women are created equal', we find Sojourner Truth, born into slavery
in New York in 1797, who replied 'and ain't I a woman?' Deeply sensitive to the exclusions and
exploitations of feminism itself, the anthology is as alive to the conflicts between women as it is to
the struggle against patriarchy. Maximally inclusive, and drawing on poems, novels and memoirs,
as well as roaring manifestos, The Penguin Book of Feminist Writing parts the clouds on a
constellation of feminist classics.
The Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini Aug 02 2022 Presents the story of Italian sculptor
Benvenuto Cellini and provides an account of his flamboyant exploits in the world of Galileo,
Michelangelo, and the Medicis, giving a firsthand account of Renaissance Italy.
The Penguin Book of English Verse Apr 17 2021 This revolutionary collection abandons the
traditional poet-by-poet approach of most anthologies, presenting seven centuries of English verse
as an uninterrupted sequence of poems ordered according to their first individual appearance in the
language. The result is a more continuous view of English verse that reveals a fascinating new
chronology. Furthermore, this volume chronicles the evolution of English verse in linguistic and
historical-rather than only biographical-terms, presenting the texts with original spelling and
punctuation. Through the words of the well known and the anonymous, in epitaphs, ballads, folk
poetry, and nonsense verse, this definitive anthology gives readers the true voice of English poetry
as it has developed from the fourteenth to the late twentieth century.
The Autobiography and Other Writings Sep 03 2022 Benjamin Franklin's writings represent a long
career of literary, scientific and political efforts over a lifetime which extended nearly the entire
eighteenth century. This volume includes Franklin's reflections on such diverse questions as
philosophy and religion, social status, electricity, American national characteristics, war, and the
status of women. Nearly sixty years separate the earliest writings from the latest, an interval during
which Franklin was continually balancing between the puritan values of his upbringing and the
modern American world to which his career served as prologue. This edition provides a new text of
the Autobiography, established with close reference to Franklin's original manuscript. It also
includes a new transcription of the 1726 journal and several pieces which have recently been
identified as Franklin's own work. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
Penguin Special Oct 24 2021 Although Allen Lane did not invent the paperback, his insistence on
making available the best writing in the world for the cheapest price made him one of the major
cultural influences of the 20th century. This book profiles a man who helped change social and
intellectual history forever.
Living My Life Dec 26 2021 The autobiography of the early radical leader and her participation in
communist, anarchist, and feminist activities
Smile Please Mar 17 2021 Jean Rhys wrote this autobiography in her old age, now the celebrated
author of Wide Sargasso Sea but still haunted by memories of her troubled past: her precarious jobs
on chorus lines and relationships with unsuitable men, her enduring sense of isolation and her
decision at last to become a writer. From the early days on Dominica to the bleak time in England,
living in bedsits on gin and little else, to Paris with her first husband, this is a lasting memorial to a
unique artist.
Wonderful Adventures of Mrs Seacole in Many Lands Jun 19 2021 Tells the story of a Jamaican
woman who arrived in London, offered to serve as a nurse in the Crimean War, and set out
independently to the Crimea when her offer was met with refusal and racism.
The Autobiography of Malcolm X Nov 05 2022 They called him the 'angriest black man in America' .
. . Celebrated and vilified the world over for his courageous but bitter fight to gain for millions of

black men and women the equality and respect denied them by their white neighbours, Malcolm X
inspired as many people in the United States as he caused to fear him. His remarkable
autobiography, completed just before his murder in 1965, ranges from Omaha and Michigan to
Harlem and Mecca, and tells of a young, disenfranchised man whose descent into drug addition,
robbery and prison was only reversed by his belief in the rights struggle for black America, and his
conversion to the Nation of Islam. Not only is this an enormously important record of the Civil Rights
Movement in America, but also the scintillating story of a man who refused to allow anyone to tell
him who or what he was.
My Penguin Year Dec 02 2019 'Twelve men have walked on the moon. But how many have spent
an entire season with the Emperors in Antarctica? Maybe more, likely less. Lindsay McCrae has and this is his wonderful and frank story.' - Chris Packham When the BBC asked BAFTA-winning
cameraman Lindsay McCrae to go to Antarctica to film emperor penguins he was thrilled. After
discussing it with his wife Becky they agreed that, although it would mean him being away for 11
months, he should do it. But then she became pregnant and it seemed like the worst idea in the
world - not just to miss the birth of his first child, but the first 7 months of his life. Weeks of
anguished discussions followed before they decided he should go because it was his dream project
and the chance might never come again. My Penguin Year recounts Lindsay's adventure to the end
of the Earth, filming the most resilient creatures in nature, while coping with being over 15,000km
away from Becky and all the comforts of home - something which almost proved too much. Out of
that experience he has written an unprecedented portrait of Antarctica's most extraordinary
residents, the emperor penguins. They march up to 100 miles over solid ice to reach their breeding
grounds. They choose to breed in the depths of the worst winter on the planet; and in an unusual
role reversal, the males incubate the eggs, fasting for over 100 days to ensure they introduce their
chicks safely into their new frozen world. And they are uniquely vulnerable to the unprecedented
melting of the polar ice cap. In weaving their story with his epic journey, Lindsay has created a
masterpiece of natural observation - and a deeply moving tale of human endeavour in the harshest
environment on the planet.
Penguin Bloom Dec 14 2020 They saved a little bird . . . And in return she saved them too After a
near-fatal fall left Sam Bloom paralysed, no one - not her husband Cameron, nor their three boys could reach her in the darkest days of her struggle. But everything changed when a new member of
the family unexpectedly landed in their lives: an injured magpie chick abandoned after she fell from
her nest, whom they named Penguin Bloom. Powerful and tender, Penguin Bloom is a beautifully
written account of how compassion, friendship and family can come from unexpected places.
Undiluted Hocus-Pocus Jul 09 2020 The autobiography of the beloved writer who inspired a
generation to study math and science Martin Gardner wrote the Mathematical Games column for
Scientific American for twenty-five years and published more than seventy books on topics as
diverse as magic, religion, and Alice in Wonderland. Gardner's illuminating autobiography is a
candid self-portrait by the man evolutionary theorist Stephen Jay Gould called our "single brightest
beacon" for the defense of rationality and good science against mysticism and anti-intellectualism.
Gardner takes readers from his childhood in Oklahoma to his varied and wide-ranging professional
pursuits. He shares colorful anecdotes about the many fascinating people he met and mentored,
and voices strong opinions on the subjects that matter to him most, from his love of mathematics to
his uncompromising stance against pseudoscience. For Gardner, our mathematically structured
universe is undiluted hocus-pocus—a marvelous enigma, in other words. Undiluted Hocus-Pocus
offers a rare, intimate look at Gardner’s life and work, and the experiences that shaped both.
An Autobiography Jan 03 2020 Gandhi never wavered in his belief in non-violent protest. In 1915
he took up the struggle for independence from Britain, which became a reality in 1947. In this
narrative biography, Gandhi also offers his life story as a reference for those who would follow in his
footsteps.
The Portable Benjamin Franklin Sep 30 2019 It takes a very inclusive anthology to encompass the
protean personality and range of interests of Benjamin Franklin, but The Portable Benjamin Franklin
succeeds as no collection has. In addition to the complete Autobiography, the volume contains
about 100 of Franklin’s major writings—essays, journalism, letters, political tracts, scientific
observations, proposals for the improvement of civic and personal life, literary bagatelles, and
private musings. The selections are reprinted in their entirety and organized chronologically within

six sections that represent the full range of Franklin’s temperament. The result is a zestful read for
Franklin scholars and anyone wanting to know and enjoy this American icon. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Autobiography Jul 01 2022 1924. Published for the first time without alterations or omissions
from the original transcript. Mill's autobiography shows the growth of a man in the midst of his age.
It is the personal, though dispassionate, story of the conflict of an integrated spirit with the ideas
and with the affairs of men. One sees an age, and one sees a man; both man and age are so much
a part of our own day that by knowing them we learn to know ourselves.
Three Lives Nov 12 2020 The first of Gertrude Stein's publications, this accessible 1909 volume
was an experiemntal work for its time and established the author's reputation as a master of
language and a voice for women. In three separate tales, Stein invests the lives of three working
class women with extraordinary insights into race, sex, gender, and other feminist issues.
The Book of Margery Kempe Mar 29 2022 The story of the eventful and controversial life of
Margery Kempe - wife, mother, businesswoman, pilgrim and visionary - is the earliest surviving
autobiography in English. Here Kempe (c.1373-c.1440) recounts in vivid, unembarrassed detail the
madness that followed the birth of the first of her fourteen children, the failure of her brewery
business, her dramatic call to the spiritual life, her visions and uncontrollable tears, the struggle to
convert her husband to a vow of chastity and her pilgrimages to Europe and the Holy Land. Margery
Kempe could not read or write, and dictated her remarkable story late in life. It remains an
extraordinary record of human faith and a portrait of a medieval woman of unforgettable character
and courage.
Autobiography May 31 2022 “Spend the day in bed” with Autobiography by Morrissey, whose new
album Low in High School is out November 17th Steven Patrick Morrissey was born in Manchester
on May 22nd 1959. Singer-songwriter and co-founder of the Smiths (1982–1987), Morrissey has
been a solo artist for twenty-six years, during which time he has had three number 1 albums in
England in three different decades. Achieving eleven Top 10 albums (plus nine with the Smiths), his
songs have been recorded by David Bowie, Nancy Sinatra, Marianne Faithfull, Chrissie Hynde,
Thelma Houston, My Chemical Romance and Christy Moore, amongst others. An animal
protectionist, in 2006 Morrissey was voted the second greatest living British icon by viewers of the
BBC, losing out to Sir David Attenborough. In 2007 Morrissey was voted the greatest northern male,
past or present, in a nationwide newspaper poll. In 2012, Morrissey was awarded the Keys to the
City of Tel-Aviv. It has been said “Most pop stars have to be dead before they reach the iconic
status that Morrissey has reached in his lifetime.”
The Interesting Narrative and Other Writings Oct 31 2019 An account of the slave trade by a
native African, former slave, and loyal British subject, this book is both an exciting, often terrifying,
adventure story and an important precursor to such famous slave narratives as Frederick
Douglass's memoir.
One of Our Submarines Aug 22 2021 In the very highest rank of books about the last war.
Submarines are thrilling beasts, and Edward Young tells of four years' adventures in them in a good
stout book with excitement on every page. He writes beautifully, economically and with humour,
and in the actions he commands he manages to put the reader at the voice-pipe and the periscope
so that sometimes the tension is so great that one has to put the book down'. The Sunday Times.
Real Estate Apr 05 2020 WINNER of the 2021 Los Angeles Times-Christopher Isherwood Prize for
Autobiographical Prose From one of the great thinkers and writers of our time, comes the highly
anticipated final installment in Deborah Levy's critically acclaimed "living autobiography" series. "I
began to wonder what myself and all unwritten and unseen women would possess in their property
portfolios at the end of their lives. Literally, her physical property and possessions, and then
everything else she valued, though it might not be valued by society. What might she claim, own,
discard and bequeath? Or is she the real estate, owned by patriarchy? In this sense, Real Estate is a
tricky business. We rent it and buy it, sell and inherit it--but we must also knock it down." Following
the international critical acclaim of The Cost of Living, this final volume of Deborah Levy's "living

autobiography" is an exhilarating, thought-provoking, and boldly intimate meditation on home and
the spectres that haunt it.
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